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NOTATION
A thrust augmentation ratio of Jet augoentor, JjJ-r
b wing span, a(ft)
BLC boundary layer control
c chord, n(ft)
c mean aerodynamic chord, m(ft)
C drag coefficient, ^
total momentum drag coefficient due to gas generator and compressor
gas flow
sentropc augmenor e orce c o e c e n , see ex
AX
C i ropi nto J t f oefficie t ( te t)
C_ total isentropic Jet thrust coefficient, C_ •»• C, + C
Jl JAI ual
„ _ ,,. . ... . . rolling momentCpC_ rolling moment coefficient, - -rr -
CL lift coefficient,
C pitching moment coefficient, Pitchin8 nonent
° qSc
_ . ... . ^ yawing momentC yawing moment coefficient, ^  - n^
n O.DO
Cj. Jet pipe thrust coefficient, th^at
_ . , . ,-. . . side forceCY side force coefficient, - -g -
... _. _ ... . . isentropic BLC forceCM I isentropic aileron BLC coefficient, r - -
C,,«, ^ . ,. , ,.-
 fg, f * isentropic BLC force
^FI isentropic fuselage BLC coefficient, • e
 s -
d distance between trailing edge of flap and shroud, m(ft) (see fig. 2(e»
1 ' horizontal tall incidence, positive with trailing edge down, deg
//'/
2
J. augmentor jet force at q - 0, n/m (psf)
2
Jj isentropic Jet force at q » 0, n/m (psf)
2
q free-stream dynamic pressure, n/m (psf)
5 wing area, sq m(sq ft)
t airfoil thickness, m(ft)
x chordwise station, m(ft)
y airfoil ordinate, ra(ft)
Z-p distance between moment center and line of action of Jet-pipe
residual thrust, m(ft)
a.AL model angle of attack, deg
6 angle of sideslip of plane of symmetry, deg
6 aileron deflection (6fl • 45/60 means left aileron at AS", right
a
 aileron at 60°) positive with trailing edge down, deg
6 elevator deflection, positive with trailing edge down, deg
6. augmentor flap deflection, positive with trailing edge down, deg
(see figure 2(e))
6__ augmentor Intake door deflection, positive with leading edge down,
deg (see figure 2(e))
6 deflection of jet pipes relative to fuselage datum plane, deg
J*
6 slat deflection, positive with leading edge down, deg (see figure 2(c))
6_p spoiler deflection, trailing edge up, deg (see figure 2(k))
A. augmentor throttling, reduction in distance between trailing edge
of flap and shorud in percent of d.















1 forward elevator element
2 aft elevator element
SUMMARY
This report presents data of an investigation of the
lateral-directional stability and control characteristics
of large-scale swept augmentor wing model in the Ames
40-by 80- foot wind tunnel. Also Included are the results
of a study to determine the static efficiency of the augment
tor flap. As a preliminary investigation of engine nacelle
interferences, flow-through nacelles were mounted on the
model for a short series of tests. The results of the in-
vestigation are Included in this report. Studies were
made for augmentor primary thrust coefficient of 0 to 1.50.
The Reynolds Numbers range based on the wing mean aerodynamic
chord was 2.43 x 10* to 4.1 x 10*.
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INTRODUCTION
The augmentor wing concept Is being studied as one
means of attaining 8TOL performance in turbofan powered
aircraft. Wind tunnel tests on a large-scale unswept
augmentor wing model are reported in references 1 and 2.
An initial investigation of a swept augmentor wing model
was reported in reference 3. These tests indicate that the
lift and drag characteristics were comparable to those of
the unswept wing* The investigation also indicated no ser-
ious longitudinal or lateral stability and control problems.
The aerodynamics of the swept wing were subsequently
investigated more extensively and these results are reported
herein. The primary emphasis of the test program was on the
longitudinal and lateral stability and control characteris-
tics. Also included are the results of tests to determine
the static augmentation of this configuration. As a pre-
liminary study of engine nacelle interferences, flow-through
nacelles were mounted under the wing for a short series of
runs. The results of this study are also presented in this
report.
This research program was undertaken in cooperation
with the Defense Research Board of Canada and DeHavilland
Aircraft of Canada, Limited.
MODEL AND APPARATUS
Bailo Modal
The model is shown installed in the wind tunnel in
figures l(a) and l(b). Figure l(c) shows the model mounted
on the static test support. The basic geometric details of
the model are shown in figure 2 and the model reference
dimensions and airfoil coordinates are listed in Tables I
to III. The air for the augmentor arid. BLO systems was
supplied by a pump consisting of a J-85 coupled pneumati-
cally to two turbocompressors, which are modified Viper
engines. The turbocompressor supplied air for the augmentor
and aileron BLO(see figure 3).
The wing planform and leading edge slat geometry are
shown in figures 4(a) and 4(b). Slat gaps of .5%olVt l.o£oM
and l.SjCc^were investigated.
The horizontal tail planform geometry is described
in figure 5(a) and Table II. For this series of tests the
tail was equipped with the leading edge slat shown in figure
5(b). The slotted, double-hinged elevator, shown in figure
5(c), provided longitudinal control. The horizontal tail
was mounted in either a high or low position as shown in
figures 2 and 5(d). When the tail was in the high position
it was set at an incidence of -8;?*. The incidence of the
tall in the low position was 0.3*.
Augmentor Flap
The geometry of the augmentor flap cross section IB
shown in figure 6(a). The augmentor is an ejector system
consisting of a trailing edge primary nozzle (figure 6(b))
through which the compressed air is delivered, (lower) flap,
(upper) shroud, and intake door. The secondary air is
entrained from the wing upper surface, the slot between the
intake door and shroud, and the tertiary gap between the
wing lower surface and flap. The mixed jet is ejected down-
ward between the flap and the shroud. The angle of the in-
take door was optimized for each flap deflection. The
diffusion angle for this report is 4*50'; for the in*estiga-
tion of reference 3» it was 6*37'.
The ducting for the primary air and aileron BLC is shown
in figures 6(c) and 6(d). Figure 6(d) shows the variation
of duct diameter with wing span which was designed to main-
tain a duct Mach number of .36.
Fuselage BLO
The fuselage BLC installation is shown in figure 7.
It was located just aft of the wing leading edge in the part
of the wing spanning the fuselage for the purpose of pre-
venting airflow separation at the wing fuselage Juncture by
energizing the fuselage boundary layer. The BLO air was
provided by J-85 compressor bleed air.
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Aileron BLC
 :\ . •
The geometry of the aileron BLO system is shown in
figure 8. The system was fed through an extension of the
augmentor primary air duct. Aileron blowing was therefore
coupled with the augmentor output. Airflow to the aileron
was approximately 5$ of the total turbo-compressor output.
A short series of tests were made with a slotted
aileron as shown in figure 9. For these tests the aileron
BLO duot and noazle were removed. The augmentor duct was
sealed at its tip and the augmentor primary nozzle area was
increased over the outer 25$ span to maintain the same nozzle
area. In an attempt to improve the slotted aileron per-
formance, a few tests were made with the lower slot inlet
fadius removed and the slot overlap increased.
Lateral Control System
The model was equipped with several methods for lateral
control: Ailerons.- Lift requirements for landing and take-
off resulted in symmetrical drooping of the ELO aileron by
as much as 45. They were normally drooped to 30°. Lateral
control was obtained by differentially deflecting the
ailerons.
Spoilers,- Upper wing panel type spoilers were
installed on the le'ft wing for lateral control as shown in
figure 8. The spoilers were 11.2# of wing chord, located
ahead of the aileron.
Augmentor Throttling.- A flat plate was Installed
on the lower portion of the flap of the outer 5Q% of the port
wing augmentor as shown in figure 6(a). This simulates a
deflected aft portion of the flap to reduce the augmentor
exit area and affect a local throttling of the augmentor
efluz to create a rolling moment.
glow-Through Nacelles
The flow-through nacelle used for the engine nacelle
interference study is shown in figure 10(a). The flow
through the left inboard nacelle was measured with a pressure
rake mounted vertically at the duct exit. A typical exit
pressure distribution is presented in figure 10(b). Unless
otherwise specified, the flow-through nacelles were not
mounted on the wing.
TESTS
The teat procedure- consisted primarily of varying
either angle of attack of sideslip at constant thrust co-
efficient. The angle of attack range was -8" to 30* and the
sideslip range was -19° to 8*. Thrust coefficient was varied
from 0 to 1«5« The dynamic pressure and augment or plenum
total pressure for each nominal Ojj are listed below.
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The position of the augmentor intake door was set at
optimum angle for each flap deflection, as determined
in reference 3* Longitudinal characteristics of the model
with the slotted aileron were investigated during the first
several runs of the program. For the duration of the pro-
gram the aileron 6LC was installed. The ailerons were sym-
metrically deflected to 30*unless otherwise specified. The
effect of wing leading edge slot gap on longitudinal
characteristics was also, investigated during the first part
of the test program. For the remainder of the investigation
the slat gap was set at 1.0J& c^.
The longitudinal characteristics of the wing with intake
door-shroud assembly removed, simulating a slotted jet flap,
were studied. The tertiary slot was sealed for part of the
investigation to simulate a plain jet flap. The slot was
sealed with a flat plate attached from the bottom surface
of the wing to the bottom surface of the flap. Longitudinal
characteristics with flow-through nacelles were measured
with the complete augmentor flap and the shroud removed.
Static Augmentor Performance
The static performance of the model was obtained out-
side the wind tunnel with the model installed on the test
stand shown in figure l(c). The forces were measured by
»






Configuration 1 is the augmentor arrangement reported in












For all force and moment data, the effects of comf-
pressor residual jet thrust, and the Intake momentum drag
of the fuselage mounted' J85 and Viper engines, have been
subtracted from the measured values. Forces and moments
are referred to the stability axes* The corrections made
for thrust and ram drag are as follows:
°L r °LU • °Tjp sln
°Dnets °Du* °*JP °°8 (<tu " * »> ' °DmJ85
°anet 3 °mu ' °TjpJP -M
C
Wind tunnel boundary corrections were based upon the
"aerodynamic OL"» computed as follows:
(Anet) Sin (6**u) (Augmentor)
Sin ($aL+£ii) 3a (Aileron BLC, left)
(Aileron BLC, right)
Slnau (3?) (Fuselage BLC)
8
Thus the following boundary corrections were made:
e = *u «• .458 o
°D= 0^ + -00799
<>m « °mu
4
 -023 CtAERO (tail on only)
The moment center used for data computation was
located longitudinally at 0.25 5 and vertically 0.20 c be-
low the wing chord datum.
The Cj.j is the force coefficient computed on the
basis of the measured mass flow and total pressure in the
duct prior to discharge.
DITi PBESEHTATIOff
fiesults of the static teats are presented in figure 11.
The longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the model are
presented in figures 12 to 23. This data is summarized in
figures 24 to 26. An index to the longitudinal data figures
is presented in Table IV. The lateral stability and con-
trol characteristics are presented in figures 27 to 37.
Table V is an index to these figures.
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TABLE I. - WING REFERENCE DIMENSIONS




Sweep at 1/4 chord, deg
Airfoil section




Augmentor span limits, Inner, n(ft) (percent)
Augnentor span limits, Outer, m(ft) (percent)
Wing area spanned by one augmentor, sq m(sq ft)
Wing area spanned by one aileron, sq m(sq ft)
Wing area spanned by fuselage, sq a(sq ft)
Flap hinge axis, percent chord
Aileron hinge axis, percent chord
Incidence, camber, twist




















MOTE: All chords Ire measured in streamwise direction.
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TABLE II. - TAIL REFERENCE DIMENSION
Horizontal Tall







































TABLE III. - COORDINATES OF R.A.E. 104 AIRFOIL(t/c max.-. 10)




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Top view of the model in the wind tunnel
















































































































Figure 6.- lugmentor geometry. 45
63% Chord
Nozzle Exit Width
Can Be Adjusted By
Moving Or Replacing
This Piece
Section A - A
Typical Nozzle Vane
Pitch = 10 x Nozzle
Thickness
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(d) Augmentor duct dlaneter ae a function of wing spaa
ligurc 6.- Oonoludtd. 48<
BLC PLENUM AND
NOZZLE ASSEMBLY
Figure 7.- Fuselage BLO geometry.
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(f) Aileron control effectiveness; £^ 70*,
Figure 12.- Concluded.




























(f) Elevator control effectiveness; lov tall and
flow-thru nacelles on, ^ t-l-l, S<fc»o*
Figure 17.- Continued.






































































































































(c) Elevator effectlveness;$«Cf, 0-«1»1
*i "X
Figure 20.- Continued.
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Figure 37.- Spoiler control effectiveness; S^=70*t X= V.
M^^
155)
NASA
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Figure 37.- Concluded.
^ Call'
